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Mac Mini Vault announces partnership with Watchman Monitoring. "
Franklin, WI August 8, 2014 – Mac Mini Vault is announcing a partnership with Watchman Monitoring.  
This partnership will include integration of advanced and proactive monitoring for Mac Mini Vault 
customers.""
Beginning today, all Mac Mini Vault customers at the ‘Enterprise’ service level will have free access to 
the Watchman Monitoring agent and monitoring results.  “We have leveraged the Watchman Monitoring 
API to give seamless data access in our customer portal.” said Jon Schwenn, Lead Engineer for Mac 
Mini Vault.  “It was very important that we had a fully integrated solution, which ultimately is best for our 
customers.” ""
The Watchman Monitoring agent is a small piece of software which detects physical and operational 
errors, reports system statistics and data points.  “Our software inspects system details, looking for 
potential issues with memory, disk, software, and backup systems” said Allen Hancock, CEO of 
Watchman Monitoring, Inc. “The results of these tests are made available inside Mac Mini Vault’s 
customer portal.”""
Mac Mini Vault looks forward to expanding their Customer Portal’s capabilities to cover plugins such as 
Kerio Connect, Daylite, LiteSpeed Pro, Backblaze, and CrashPlan. Mac Mini Vault is also committed to 
further enhancing their hosting services with specific data center features.""

----------------------------------------------------------------- "
Mac Mini Vault is operated by CyberLynk and is the leader in data center services tailored to hosting 
Mac servers. Their innovative cabinet designs include high density configurations for Mac minis and 
Mac Pro systems. This allows Mac Mini Vault to offer data center services at competitive prices. All 
services are backed by a trained and dedicated staff of high-level engineers that are experts with OS X, 
Linux, Windows, VMware ESXi, and networking/hosting technologies. For more information about Mac 
Mini Vault visit www.macminivault.com.""
The premiere provider of Mac-based monitoring, Watchman Monitoring checks computers hourly for 
issues and alerts you of any trouble it finds. From common issues such as nearly-full hard drives and 
stale backups, to problems with more advanced solutions such as CrashPlan and LightSpeed Retail, 
Watchman Monitoring enables proactive support and peace of mind. Founded in 2009, Watchman 
Monitoring marks the rise of Managed Services for the Mac platform.""
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